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Abstract

In this chapter we discuss inventory systems where several demand classes may

be distinguished� In particular� we focus on single�location inventory systems and we

analyse the use of a so�called critical level policy� With this policy some inventory

is reserved for high�priority demand� A number of practical examples where several

demand classes naturally arise are presented� and the implications and modelling of

the critical level policy in distribution systems are discussed� Finally� an overview of

the literature on inventory systems with several demand classes is given�

Keywords� Inventory� demand classes� rationing� critical level

� Introduction

Inventory systems often face customer demand for many di�erent products� The demand

characteristics may vary from product to product and therefore an inventory manager will

generally apply a customised policy for every product� However� in most cases� all customer

demand for a single product is handled in a uniform way� Although the order sizes may

vary greatly and some orders can be handled in a di�erent way than others� each unit

demanded is considered equally important� In this chapter we will focus on the situation

where this is not the case� i�e� demand for a single product may be classi�ed into di�erent

levels of priority� In particular� we tackle the problem where some customers have a higher

stockout cost and�or required minimum service level than others� Customer di�erentiation�

i�e� distinguishing classes of customers and giving them di�erent service� has not received
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much attention in inventory control theory� The topic does not appear in several reviews on

the area �e�g� Veinott �	
���� Chikan �	

��� Lee � Nahmias �	

�� and Porteus �	

����

All listed papers consider one type of customers only� and thus all demand is assumed to be

equal� Also in well�known books on logistics and inventory control �e�g� Ballou �	

�� and

Silver� Pyke � Peterson �	

��� the situation of di�erent demand classes is not mentioned�

We think that considering multiple demand classes in inventory control is an interesting

extension of existing theory which has many practical applications� In Section � we will list

four examples of inventory systems where di�erent demand classes with di�erent stockout

cost and�or required service levels arise naturally� Thereafter� a policy to e�ciently handle

di�erent demand classes in inventory systems is introduced and its characteristics are

discussed� The problem of determining the optimal policy parameters is discussed in

Section �� Finally� we present an overview of the existing literature in Section � and

summarise the contents of this chapter in the last section�

� Examples of multiple demand classes

In this section we will discuss real�life examples� where multiple demand classes for a single

product arise naturally�

Example ��

The �rst example deals with the inventory of so�called rotables in the airline industry� A

rotable is a part of an aircraft that can be repaired after it breaks down� A major airline

has founded an independent company to take care of the inventory of serviceable parts�

This company now faces di�erent types of demand for these serviceable parts� The most

important are the requests of the major airline� There is a contractual agreement stating

that in 
�� of the times the company should supply a part within �� hours� The company

also has contractual agreements with other airlines� with similar service standards� Some

airlines not having a contractual agreement with the company� the so�called �rd parties�

also request serviceable parts from time to time� In such a case� the company may decide

to sell a part� to loan it� or to exchange it for an unserviceable �broken down� part� In

all cases� the pro�t to the company will be di�erent� The company wants to analyse the

possibility of having some rules to decide whether or not to deliver a request from a �rd

party� So far� such decisions have been made based on the knowledge and experience of

the inventory manager� An advantage of having a decision rule is that less experienced

people can also do the job�

�We acknowledge Ruud Teunter and Mirjam Maatman for drawing our attention to Example ��
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Example ��

The second example occurs in a two�echelon inventory system where the highest echelon

�say warehouse� faces demand both from customers and from lower echelon stocking points

�say retailers�� Such a situation may arise if the break quantity rule is applied� and large

orders at the retailers are routed to the warehouse �Kleijn � Dekker �	

���� A stockout

for customer demand at the warehouse will induce a large stockout cost� whereas a stockout

for a retailer�s replenishment order merely causes a delay in the replenishment lead time�

which usually yields a much lower cost� Therefore� customer demand would normally be

considered more important than retailer demand� This example is illustrated in Figure ��	�

where the factory faces demand both from customers and the warehouse� Note that the

example can be extended to general multi�echelon inventory systems� A similar example

was mentioned by Cohen� Kleindorfer � Lee �	
���� They described a multi�echelon system

where the retailer could place normal replenishment orders and� in case of a stockout�

emergency orders at the warehouse� The latter type of orders would receive a higher

priority at the warehouse�

Figure ���� Illustration of Example ��
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Example ��

Consider again a two�echelon inventory system� consisting of a warehouse and a number of

retailers� If the retailers are located in di�erent countries� it may be desirable at the ware�

house level to set di�erent priorities for the retailers� For example� Belgian customers most

surely have di�erent needs and expectations than French� Finnish or African customers

�Henaux � Semal �	

����

Example ��

The �nal example is related to the previous one� and occurs in spare parts inventory

control where an item is used in several types of equipment of varying degrees of criticality�

Recently� a case study was done on the inventory control of slow moving spare parts
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in a large petrochemical plant �see Dekker� Kleijn � De Rooij �	

���� The management

wanted to study the possibility of having equipment criticality determine stock levels� Some

equipment in a plant may be critical� while others may be almost redundant� Equipment

criticality was de�ned as the importance of equipment for sustaining production in a safe

and e�cient way� In the petrochemical plant one could distinguish between vital� essential

and auxiliary equipment� Many similar parts were installed in equipment of di�erent

criticality and the cost of a stockout depends on the degree of criticality of the equipment

in which the part was installed� Hence� the management wished to maintain di�erent

service levels for the same part� A related example is mentioned in Ha �	

�b�� where

in an assemble�to�order system a common component is shared by several end�products

which have di�erent values to the �rm� If� for example� a component is used in both a

co�ee maker and a television set� then in case of low inventory priority will be given to the

television set because it will result in a higher pro�t to the �rm�

Well�known related problems where inventory for a single product is limited and di�erent

demand classes are distinguished are found in the health care and airline�hotel industry� In

health care� for example� the demand for suitable kidneys generally exceeds its availability

and therefore the limited number of suitable kidneys needs to be rationed� In the United

States� among those recommended for kidney transplantation there appears to be explicit

rationing based on race� sex� age� health condition and income �Greenberg �	

	�� Held

�	
�����

In the travel and leisure industry� which markets space such as seats on airline �ights and

rooms in hotels� the notion of multiple demand classes has long been recognised� Some

customers are willing to pay more for a hotel room than others� and therefore it may be

bene�cial to refuse the request of a low�price customer in anticipation of a future request of

a high�price customer� If customers from the di�erent classes arrive sequentially ��rst the

customers who are willing to pay less� then the optimal policy can be represented as a set of

protection levels� i�e� the minimum number of rooms reserved for future classes �Robinson

�	

���� For traditional inventory systems with several demand classes a similar policy�

which we shall refer to as a critical level policy� is often used� In the next section the use

of this policy is motivated and its implications for the inventory system are analysed�

� The critical level policy

In the literature on inventory systems with multiple demand classes� the problem of stock

rationing is discussed in two di�erent settings� First� a number of authors consider a
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periodic review situation �see Section ��� where all demand in a period is observed before

a rationing decision has to be made� In this case the rationing decision is easy� satisfy

demand from the highest priority class �rst� then from the one�but�highest priority class�

and so on� We will consider the continuous review situation� where a rationing decision

has to be made at the moment demand occurs�

There are many di�erent ways of rationing inventory among di�erent demand classes with

varying stockout cost and�or service requirements� Perhaps the easiest way is the use of

separate stockpiles for each demand class� In this way it is very easy to assign a di�erent

service level for each class� Also the implementation in practice is extremely easy� However�

an important drawback of this method is the loss of economies of scale because no advantage

is taken from the so�called portfolio e�ect �Eppen � Schrage �	
�	��� It is well�known that

splitting up the customer demand process will lead to higher inventory cost due to an

increasing variability of demand� Nevertheless� this simple policy may outperform a policy

where all demand classes are satis�ed from a single stockpile� In this case� the highest

required service level among the di�erent classes will determine the total stock needed and

thus the inventory cost� Although all demand is centralised and the demand variability is

reduced� the service level may be unnecessarily high for many demand classes which may

lead to a higher cost than in the separate stockpiles situation�

The critical level policy is in essence a mixture of the above two extreme policies� It

reserves part of the stock for high�priority demand� In a system with n demand classes

and unit demand the policy operates as follows� demand from class j is satis�ed from stock

on hand if the inventory level exceeds the so�called critical level associated with class j�

It is assumed that demand for the highest priority class is satis�ed from stock on hand

whenever possible� so we have n�	 critical levels� If the demand classes are arranged such

that class 	 represents the highest priority class� then the set of critical levels will be non�

decreasing� If customers can order more than one unit at a time� there are di�erent ways

to operate the critical level policy� It may happen that prior to a demand from class j the

inventory level exceeds the critical level for this class� but after issueing the customer order

the inventory level will drop below the critical level� In that case� the inventory manager

needs to decide whether to accept or refuse the order� or maybe to use deliver it partially�

In a backorder environment� the critical policy also causes an operational problem with

respect to the allocation of incoming replenishment orders� Clearly� whenever upon arrival

of a replenishment order there is a backorder for a highest priority customer� it is optimal

to use the incoming order to satisfy this backorder� Also� when the stock level exceeds

the largest critical level �i�e� the critical level of the lowest priority class�� one should �rst

use �if necessary� the incoming order to satisfy any outstanding backorders of the other
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classes� in order of priority� and then to replenish inventory� However� whenever upon

arrival of a replenishment order there are both outstanding orders for one of the other

demand classes and the inventory level does not exceed the largest critical level� we need

to make an allocation decision� Either we satisfy a backorder or we increase the inventory

level� In an inventory system with two demand classes� this implies that there are basically

two ways of allocating an incoming order in this situation�

	� satisfy backorders for low�priority customers

�� replenish inventory reserved for high�priority customers

For exponentially distributed lead times� Ha �	

�a� proved that method � is optimal�

However� in general this method has the disadvantage that the average backorder length for

a low�priority customer may become too large� If method 	 is applied� then this backorder

length is limited� at the expense of a lower service level for high�priority customers� In

a lost sales environment� all the above complications are not relevant� because there are

no backorders� Whenever a customer demand is not satis�ed from stock it is lost� so any

incoming replenishment order should be used to increase the inventory level�

The critical level policy has a number of implications for the inventory cost and service

levels� In general� the service level for the lowest priority customers will decrease and the

service level for the highest priority demand class will increase� The e�ect on the average

holding cost depends on the inventory policy used� For example� by applying a critical level

policy in the context of a lot�for�lot policy with lost sales the average inventory holding

cost will increase� whereas in a lost sales �s�Q� model the inventory holding cost will be

reduced �see Dekker� Hill � Kleijn �	

�� and Melchiors� Dekker � Kleijn �	

����

In general� a simple critical level policy is not optimal� An optimal policy would incorporate

knowledge about the remaining lead time� For example� if it is known that a replenishment

order will arrive within a small amount of time and the inventory level is below the critical

level� it may not be optimal to refuse a demand of a low�priority customer� The probability

that a high�priority demand will occur before the replenishment order arrives is negligible�

and thus the stockout cost for this low�priority customer will not be o�set� In a continuous

review setting� the optimality of a simple �lead time independent� critical level policy can

only be proved for exponentially distributed lead times �Ha �	

�a� 	

�b��� However�

instead of concentrating on sophisticated policies� we will discuss the simple critical level

policy� because it is easy for practitioners to understand and this facilitates the practical

implementation� We feel that this is a necessary requirement for any policy which is to

be used in practice� In reality� an inventory manager can check the remaining lead time
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and he�she may decide to overrule the refusal of a low�priority customer demand� If the

inventory manager can really improve the performance of the inventory policy by overruling

the critical level policy� then he�she should be careful when setting a desired service level�

If the required service level is e�g� 
�� for a certain demand class� it may be more e�cient

to optimise the policy parameters for a slightly lower required service level� and let the

inventory manager increase the service to its desired level by �occasionally� overruling the

inventory policy�

� Determining an optimal critical level policy

In this section we brie�y discuss the issue of determining an optimal critical level policy� If

the critical level policy is applied within the framework of an existing inventory policy� then

this policy is extended by a set of critical levels� As mentioned before� we have n�	 critical

levels if n is the number of demand classes� because demand from the highest priority class

is always satis�ed if possible� Consider� for example� an �s�Q� inventory model� where a

replenishment order of size Q is placed whenever the inventory position reaches the reorder

level s� With a critical level policy� this model is extended to a �c� s� Q� inventory model�

where c �� �c�� � � � � cn��� denotes the set of critical levels� Demand from class j is satis�ed

from stock on hand if the inventory level exceeds the critical level cj�� for this class� Given

the set of critical levels and the other policy parameters� one needs to calculate the average

inventory holding and shortage cost and�or the service level for both demand classes�

A possible way to analyse an inventory system with multiple demand classes and a critical

level policy is to model it as an inventory system with state�dependent demand� Given the

critical levels one can determine the demand process for each level of inventory� Another

approach to determine the operating characteristics of such an inventory system is to model

the so�called hitting time of every critical level� Given these hitting times� one can calculate

�or approximate� the expected holding and shortage cost and�or service levels� Observe

that the backorder case is much more di�cult to analyse than the lost sales situation�

The increased complexity arises because there may be both outstanding backorders �for

low�priority customers� and a positive inventory level �stock reserved for high�priority

customers��

After having derived an expression for the average cost and�or service level� one needs to

determine the optimal policy parameters� To determine the optimal critical levels we may

use enumeration over all relevant values� if the other parameter values are given� The set

of relevant values for the critical levels depends on the inventory policy which is used� For
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example� for the �c� s� Q� policy described above� it is not worthwhile to consider critical

levels exceeding s � Q� The introduction of a critical level policy may complicate the

search for optimal values of the other parameters� For positive critical levels the demand

process depends on the inventory level which may a�ect e�g� convexity properties� Thus�

one should be cautious when applying standard optimisation procedures for the other

parameters� Nevertheless� using the optimal values of the parameters for the situation

where no critical level policy is applied� and determining for these parameter values the

best critical levels� it is always possible to �nd a critical level policy which is at least as

good as the old policy� Observe that a system without applying a critical level policy is

equivalent to a system with a critical level policy where cj � �� for all demand classes j�

In a lost sales environment it su�ces to set all critical levels at zero�

The general approach to �nd an optimal critical level policy would be to develop new �ap�

proximate� expressions for the average inventory cost and service levels� and derive bounds

and�or convexity results for the policy parameters� So far in the literature on inventory

models with multiple demand classes� the focus has been on the derivation of �approximate�

expressions for the inventory cost and service levels� The problem of optimising the policy

parameters has been addressed only by few authors� In the next section an overview of the

existing literature on multiple demand classes and the critical level policy is presented�

� Literature review

Veinott �	
��� was the �rst to consider the problem of several demand classes in inventory

systems� He analysed a periodic review inventory model with n demand classes and zero

lead time� and introduced the concept of a critical level policy� Topkis �	
��� proved the

optimality of this policy both for the case of backordering and for the case of lost sales� He

made the analysis easier by breaking down the period until the next ordering opportunity

into a �nite number of subintervals� In any given interval the optimal rationing policy

is such that demand from a given class is satis�ed from existing stock as long as there

remains no unsatis�ed demand from a higher class and the stock level does not drop below

a certain critical level for that class� The critical levels are generally decreasing with the

remaining time until the next ordering opportunity� Independent of Topkis �	
���� Evans

�	
��� and Kaplan �	
�
� derived essentially the same results� but for two demand classes�

A single period inventory model where demand occurs at the end of a period is presented

by Nahmias � Demmy �	
�	� for two demand classes� This work was later generalised to

multiple demand classes by Moon � Kang �	

��� Nahmias � Demmy generalised their
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results to a multi�period model� with zero lead times and an �s� S� inventory policy� with

policy parameters satisfying � � c � s � S� Atkins � Katircio�glu �	

�� analysed a

periodic review inventory system with several demand classes� backordering and a �xed

lead time� where for each class a minimum service level was required� For this model they

presented a heuristic rationing policy� Cohen� Kleindorfer � Lee �	
��� also considered

the problem of two demand classes� in the setting of a periodic review �s� S� policy with

lost sales� However� they did not use a critical level policy� At the end of every period the

inventory is issued with priority such that stock is used to satisfy high�priority demand

�rst� followed by low�priority demand�

The �rst contribution considering multiple demand classes in a continuous review inventory

model was made by Nahmias � Demmy �	
�	�� They analysed an �s�Q� inventory model

with two demand classes� Poisson demand� backordering� a �xed lead time and a critical

level policy� under the assumption that there is at most one outstanding order� This

assumption implies that whenever a replenishment order is triggered� the net inventory

and the inventory position are identical� Their main contribution was the derivation of

approximate expressions for the �ll rates� In their analysis they used the notion of the

hitting time of the critical level� i�e� the time that the inventory level reaches the critical

level� Conditioning on this hitting time� it is possible to derive approximate expressions

for the cost and service levels� Dekker� Kleijn � De Rooij �	

�� considered a lot�for�lot

inventory model with the same characteristics� but without the assumption of at most one

outstanding order� They discussed a case study on the inventory control of slow moving

spare parts in a large petrochemical plant� where parts were installed in equipment of

di�erent criticality� Their main result was the derivation of �approximate� expressions for

the �ll rates for both demand classes� The results of Nahmias � Demmy �	
�	� were

generalised by Moon � Kang �	

��� They considered an �s�Q� model with compound

Poisson demand� and derived �approximate� expressions for the �ll rates of the two demand

classes� The model of Nahmias � Demmy �	
�	� is analysed in a lost sales context by

Melchiors� Dekker � Kleijn �	

���

Ha �	

�a� discussed a lot�for�lot model with two demand classes� backordering and ex�

ponentially distributed lead times� and showed that this model can be formulated as a

queueing model� He showed that in this setting a critical level policy is optimal� with the

critical level decreasing in the number of backorders of the low�priority class� Moreover� he

proved that it is optimal to increase the stock level when upon the arrival of a replenish�

ment order there are backorders for low�priority customers and the inventory level is below

the critical level�

A critical level policy for two demand classes where the critical level depends on the
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remaining time until the next stock replenishment was discussed by Teunter � Klein Han�

eveld �	

��� A so�called remaining time policy is characterised by a set of critical stocking

times L�� L�� � � �� if the remaining time until the next replenishment is at most L� no items

are reserved for high�priority customers� if the remaining time is between L� and L� � L�

then one item should be reserved� and so on� They �rst analyse a model which is the

continuous equivalent of the periodic review models by Evans �	
��� and Kaplan �	
�
��

Teunter � Klein Haneveld also presented a continuous review �s�Q� model with nonnega�

tive deterministic lead times� Under the assumption that an arriving replenishment order

is large enough to satisfy all outstanding backorders for high�priority customers� they de�

rived a method to �nd �near� optimal critical stocking times� They showed that such a

remaining time policy outperforms a simple critical level policy where all critical levels are

stationary�

Ha �	

�b� considered a single�item� make�to�stock production system with n demand

classes� lost sales� Poisson demand and exponential production times� He modelled the

system as an M�M�	�S queueing system and proved that a lot�for�lot production policy

and a critical level rationing policy is optimal� Moreover� the optimal policy is stationary�

For two demand classes he presented expressions for the expected inventory level and the

stockout probabilities� To determine the optimal policy he used an exhaustive search�

and he used the assumption that the average cost is unimodal in the order�up�to level�

Dekker� Hill � Kleijn �	

�� analysed a similar system� with n demand classes� lost sales�

Poisson demand and general distributed lead times� They modelled this system as an

M�M�S�S queueing system to derive expressions for the average cost and service levels�

It was shown by Nguyen �	

	� that for exponential distributed lead times� a critical level

policy is optimal in such a queueing system� Dekker� Hill � Kleijn �	

�� have derived

e�cient algorithms to determine the optimal critical level� order�up�to level policy� both

for systems with and without service level restrictions� Moreover� they presented a fast

heuristic approach for the model without service level restrictions� In this model� the

di�erent demand classes are characterised by di�erent unit lost sales costs�

The only contribution assuming deterministic demand was recently made by Moon �

Kang �	

��� They considered a single period model with n demand classes� lost sales and

continuous review� and introduced the notion of rationing trigger times� Instead of having

critical stock levels� there are critical times after which demand from certain classes will

no longer be satis�ed�

To conclude this section� we categorised the literature based on the following characteristics�

periodic or continuous review� � or n demand classes� This categorisation is presented in

Table ��	� It is interesting to note that all contributions considering n demand classes and
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continuous review assume lost sales�

Table ���� Categorisation of literature on multiple demand classes�

periodic review

� classes Evans �	
���

Kaplan �	
�
�

Nahmias � Demmy �	
�	�

Cohen� Kleindorfer � Lee �	
���

n classes Veinott �	
���

Topkis �	
���

Moon � Kang �	

��

Atkins � Katircio�glu �	

��

continuous review

� classes Nahmias � Demmy �	
�	�

Dekker� Kleijn � De Rooij �	

��

Ha �	

�a�

Teunter � Klein Haneveld �	

��

Melchiors� Dekker � Kleijn �	

��

n classes Ha �	

�b�

Moon � Kang �	

�� �deterministic demand�

Dekker� Hill � Kleijn �	

��

� Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we discussed inventory systems where multiple classes of demand may be

distinguished� A number of practical examples where multiple demand classes naturally

arise were presented� We also introduced the critical level policy which reserves part

of the stock for high�priority customers� In Section � the problem of determining an

optimal critical level policy was discussed� Finally� we presented an overview of the existing

literature on this subject�

In the recent literature� some authors have addressed the problem of multiple demand

classes� but the main focus has been on the determination of the inventory cost and service

level� given a critical level policy� Due to its analytical complexity� the optimisation of

the critical level policy has not been given a lot of attention� In order to facilitate the
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implementation of this policy in practice� we must focus more attention on deriving easy

and fast methods to determine �near� optimal policy parameters�
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